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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Doily lobo
times beginning

under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals;

2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.
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~~ 3~~~ Tra·v~ling By Thumb:
1

.- ~;?{ Danger to Free City
( AFS)-" Look, John, I'm
trying to help you, Now, I'm
giving you this warning and I'm
telling you to grab a bus outta this
state before we catch you again
because if we nab you another
time you'll be in jail until Monday
and if you don't have any money
you'll stay there until somebody
can post your bail. And if no one
posts your bail, you're screwed
John. So I'm warning you, I'm
trying to help you; it's against the
law to hike on this road. It's for
your own protection, John. Cars
hit people like you all the time;
why, just the other night we
sctaped a couple of packers off
the interstate and lifted them to
the morgue. So I'm warning you,
.John."
Somehow the whining speech
of thi.s polished and starched man
in blue doesn't quite ring true.
How can he be helping me if he's
throwing me off the road, telling
me to catch a bus or take a back
road (gravel and traveled only by
farmers and local milkmen) 150
miles to the Kansas border?And
since I've only $20 to get to New
York how ean I spend $17 of
that just to leave Colorado?
My hitchiking days started in

the butch-haircut innocence of
the late fifties, thumbing truckers
out of LA to the Mojave Desert
towns, to Reno, Lovelock, Boise,
and back.
Like most suburban boys, I'd
also thumb to and from school, or
to the beach, or occasionally to
the mountains. I'd go on long
trips to get out of the mash and
clatter of city life-sometimes just
for kicks, to see how far I could
get.
There was no one waiting for
me on the other end, nobody to
stop me with apple pie or stuff a
few peaches in my pack. I'd turn
around, dead broke, and hitch
back home.
Church couldn't hold me, or
take me into myself, so on
Sunday morning I'd be out on the
freeway ramp, salami and rye
under my shirt and a pair of
trunks buttoned beneath my
Levi's, en route to Malibu or
Santa Monica. My parents, God
save them, would be back in the
varnished pews, praying for my
life and the forgiveness of my sins.
I hadn't even · rucksack ill
those days, only a bundle
wrapped under my arm like a true
vagabond. "Organized" hitching

hadn't come about yet, so if you
looked freaky, you could count
on no ride.
Nowadays, hitching is an art of
travel enjoyed no longer as
something ''different" by an
esoteric few; but by thousands of
youths each day, making their
ways cross·country to homes,
universities, communes, religious
colonies, abortion clinics, rock
festivals, and anti-war
demonstrations.
The road is not a lonely place.
Interstate highways (I-70, I-40,
I·SO-no longer romantically
called "66" or "The Denver
Route" or "The Lincoln
Highway") are crowded with
people thumbing down other
people, sharing nylon/aluminum
knapsacks loaded with folding
tents, sleeping gear, freeze-dried
ice cream, Zen bibles, medicinal
herbs and homegrown dope.
Looking freaky is no longer a
liability in obtaining a ride on
most major roads; there's
probably another freak
conveniently on his way to the
same place you are, bumping
along in a van, converted milk
truck, model·T, or even grinding
along in a semi.

Sfp6 197z.
Hitchhiking is p~yp.~ha home for a brpak, a couple en
"functional" effor£"1 ~WCJ
s oBoston from ;Berkeley
·
nckage of educational
The U.S.A. is choking on pover
people are running loose witho)Jt toys un r their arms, or a poet
a dime in their overcoats. The like myself going to rap and read
hitchiker is no longer an eccentric and hold a workshop at some
out on a spree. You're more likely distant university for a little bread
to meet a serious dude AWOL from and brotherly interchange, or just
the army (on one recent t.rip at "simple" people out looking for
least a third nf the hitchers I met work-hitching becausl' they've no
were), a college student going
(continued on page 6)
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Arabs Murder Israeli 1-..thletes
MUNICH (UPl}-Arab guerrillas
shot their way into thC' Israeli
quarters in the Olympic Village
Tuesday, killing two Israelis,
taking eight others as hostage
under threat of execution, forcing
a 24·hour postponement in the
games and touching off a
worldwide furor against the
terrorist tactics,
The guerrillas threatened to
execute all of the Israelis if their
demands were not met. They
initially set the deadline for a
reply at 1 p.m. (8 a.m. EDT) but
they kept extending the time
limit.
Hundreds of armed police
ringed the area where the Israeli
delegation was headquartered-a
three-story white stone building
with balconies.
Witness('S could see armed men
inside and other men whose hands
appeared to be tied in front of
them.
Willie Daume, German
organizer of the games, identified
those killed as Josef Romano, 31,
a wei ghtlifter, and Moshe
Weinbert, 33, the team's wrestling
coach.
West German Chancellor Willy
Brandt, who flew to Munich
earlier in the day, said his
government had tried
"everything" to win freedom for
the Israeli hostages. "But
everything was rejected," he said
in a nationwide television address.
Brandt did not indicate what
action, if any, his government
intended to take.
Dozens of policemen in blue
and red sweat suits took up battle
positions on roofs, rear balconies
and other vantage points around
the Israeli complex which also
houses delegations from Uruguay

and Hong Kong.
"The happy games are aver,"
Brandt said in his address.
"In these days there is no
protection against this kind of
act," the Chancellor said, speaking
slowly and solemnly and
promising that there would be an
investigation of the security
arrangements.
BEIRUT (UPI}-Two years ago
almost to the day, Palestinian
guerrillas hijacked three western
civilian jetliners in flight over
Europe to spotlight their fight
against Israel.
The Sept. 6, 1970 multiple
hijackings were, until the attack at
Munich's Olympic village, the
guerrillas' most spectacular
operation.
The guerrillas that day two
years ago successfully hijacked a
Swissair DCB and a Trans World
air lines 7 07 to the Jordanian
desert and seized and blew up a
Pan American World Airways 747
jumbo jet at Cairo airport. An
attempt to hijack an Israeli El AI
jetliner in flight was thwarted by
an armed guard.
Three days later Arab guerrillas
hijacked a British overseas airways
jetliner to the desert. Later all
three jetliners were blown up.
That incident sparked the
Jordanian civil war of September,
1969, when King Hussein's
Bedouin troops defeated the
guerrillas and subsequently threw
them out of the country.
Palestinians refer to that period
as "Black September", and the
group which was responsible for
'1\tcsday's attack in Municl1 takes
its name from that.

1-.--------------'

After 13 hours of apparently
fruitless negotiations with
Olympic officials and West
German authorities, the Arabs and
their hostages were taken by
helicopter to Munich
In terna tiona! Airport. German
radio said a jet was standing by to
take them to Tunisia.
Arab terrorists trying to flee
the country killed nine Israeli
Olympic Team members they
were holding hostage Tuesday
when German police opened fire
on them. At least 16 persons died
in a day of terror that jeopardized
the 20th Olympic Games.
The Bavarian government
announced early Wednesday that
Arab guerrillas killed nine
members of the Israeli Olympic
Team with a hand grenadll when
they discovered they were caught
in a polic!.' trap at the airport from
which they were led to believe
they could fly to safety. It earlier
had been announced eight Israeli
hostages were killed,
Four Arab guerrillas also died
and three others captured,
Interior Minister Otto Merk told a
dramatic 3 a.m. news conference.
Two other members of the
42·membe r Is raeI.1 Olymp1·e Team
died when the Palestinian
•
·
h ·
terronsts burst mto t eu quarters
at the modern, concrete·
apartment building Olympic
•
village with guns blazmg at 4 :SO
a.m. Tuesday morning. The 16th
dead was a Munich policeman.
Olympic officials said a
decision on whether La continue
the games would be made after
Wednesday's memorial service for
the dead Israelis.
The revelation that nine
Israelis were killed at the airport
climaxed a day of confusion

brought on by conflicting reports
and apparently intentional
misinformation from German and
Olympic officials, who had said
earlier that all the hostages were
safe after the airport shoo tout.
Apparently even International
Olympic Committee President
Avery Brundage went to bed
without knowing the truth.
WASHINGTON (UPI}- With
President NixGu "J.:.cply
outraged," the United States
condemned the Arab terrorists
who attacked Israeli Olympic
quarters Tuesday as "murderers"
and urged the world community
to do everything necessary to stop
such violence,
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers, in a formal statement,
expressed the nation's "profound
sorrow and sense of horror" over
the deaths of two Israeli men and
seizure of eight Israeli hostages at
the Olympic village in Munich,
West Germany.
"With all nations and peoples
around the world, we fervently
hope that no further innocent
lives will be sacrificed," Rogers
said. "This assault ••• is offensive
to men and women of good will
everywhere for whom the
Olympic games are 11 symbol of
man's striving for reconciliation
and peace."
Nixon, ending a stay at the
western White House in San
Clemente, Calif., and Sen. George
S. Me Govern, his Democratic
Presidential opponent, said they
deplored the incident. And several
members of Congress moved
quickly to register their protests
after returning from an 18-day
,_r_e_ce_ss_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - '

Cleveland (UPI)-The family of
David Berger, one of the ten
Israeli Olympic Team members
killed in Munich Tuesday, said
they were "bereaved beyond
belief."
"We can't believe it has
happened," a member of the
family, who wished to remain
unidentified, said.
Neighbors of Dr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Berger gathered on their
l•wn in suburban Shaker Heights
late Tuesday night. A policeman
was sent to the Berger home and
was inside with the family,
Young Berger, 28, a graduate of
Columbia Law School, moved to
Israel three years ago. He was
unmarried.
His brother, Fred, 25, and a
sister, Barbara, 23, were in
Munich to watch David compete
in the light heavyweight
weightlifting events.
Dr. Berger said his son had a
joint U.S.-Israeli citizenship.
The family learned of the
abduction of the Israelis by Arab
guerrillas while watching
television, He said earlier when
the fate of the hostages was still
uncertain: "All I can say is that I
feel very sorry for everybody over
there, especially for my son."
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a f:.;_iend

Unnecessary Deaths of the

Israeli Athletes

Memorial services will be held this evening
at 8 p.m. at B'nai Israel Congregation, 4400 Indian School Rd. NE.

Do you feel you are being
educated at the university?

Richard Bowman, sophomore:
One can still get an education
from the university. I need an
education for journalism. If you
haYe a specific need in mind the
university serves more of a
purpose.

serves as the fastest vehicle. My
undergraduate BUS is not
regretted but it's best to get
specific. One has ro make the
unrealistic choice of going or not
going to the university which
indicates something is wrong right
there. I worked construction for
three years but that resource is
exhausted and architecture
through the university now serves
a purpose. I have to justify my
·eaucation which I am now doing.

originally designed by the Navy to
get more people in the Navy with
an engineering background. At the
end of the program you are
obligated to six years of officer
commission duty.
I'm proud of being selected for
the government to invest the time
and money, though I feel
somewhat out of place in my
uniform once a week. People in
the program usually wanted an
education to begin with.
Universities are necessary but not
the place for everyone. Technical
or specific people need the
university more.

Stuart
l

L

Tom Stuart, graduate in
architecture: I am going to the
ttniversity because it proYides the
resources, environment, and
facilities for one to put together a
specific or personal need. It's
sometimes prMtically necessary
for a degree and job. I'm not
valuing a degree per sc because it's
not necessary for everyone. I took
a BUS degree but my work is now
specific and the university now

Steve Mead, NESEP-Naval
Enlisted Scientific Education
Program; You're taken off active
dutsr and compete to get sent to
four years of college full paid.
You are selected by competitive
exam, ACT scores, and request
letter. I dtaw a salary of $7 50 a
month with living and food
allowances. I take engineering,
math, and science and must
maintain a C average. I also must
have a major and take the regular
requirements. I feel I am leatnir:g
and the program is good. It was
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Ren<?e Maloy, sophomore: I
feel I'm getting an education. r
really want school, but "nothing
keeps roe off the str(!ets." l'm
learning something spociric,
biology, which I'll use later on.
But I'd rather take varied courses.
This is not really a place where
peo()Ie can explore Cields. The
courses oftered are limited,
especially during summer school.

Pamela Dusenbury, Gcnior: I'm
here to get my degree ill special
educatiot!. I'm learning something
but not that much. I'm halfway
getting the education I expe!!ted
four years ago. I'm also not sure if
it's a personal fault or that or the
university. But I think it's
practical to go to college. 1 can
use what I've learned itl every day
life and have an increased !!hance
of getting a job. I (eel that talking
to people is part of education at
the university. "Most !Jeople here
are going for th~ G.I. Bill."
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Environment Lives
University of New Mexico
Students for Environmental
Action (SEA) will present two
Sierra Club films at their first
meeting of the yeat on Thursday,
September 7, at 7:00p.m. in the
SUB Theater. The films are "Glen
Canyon," about the superb
Colorado River canyon drowlJed
beneath Lake Powell, and
"Multiply and Subdue," which
deals with the topic of rampant
land subdivision and development.

Make Someone Happy

~
Ill

c)

After th() films, SEA will
discuss its projects for the year;
including wilderness preservation,
subdivision control, recycling,
transportation prlblems, clcan·up
hikes, river preservation, strip
mining, and many others. All
students interested in any aspecl
of the environmental crisis art'
invited to attend the meeting.
Tuesday and Wednesday,
September 5 & 6, SEA will staff a
table in the SUB lobby.
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Yablonski Discusses Murder

with an unusual Gift
from the

.

Joseph ("Chip") Yablonski,
whose father was murdered
shortly after he ran an
unsuccessful cqmpaign for the
presidency of the United Mine
Workers of America in 1969, will
speak at the University of New
Mexico's Popejoy Hall on Sept. 6.
He is the first of over 30
speakers lined up for this year's
"Alt!.'rnatives" speakers seric$ at
UNM.
Yablonski will be followed the
next night by Arthur Campa, head
of the department of modern
languages at the University of
Denver and a recognized expext in
Southwestern Hispanic culture.
Campa's speech will be in Keller
Hall of the Fine Arts Center. Both
speeches are scheduled to begin at
8p.m.
Y ablonsk1 currently heads a
public·inte.-est law firm, the
Miners' Project, which has
brought several suits against the
United Mine Workers (UMW)
including one in which the
election of UMW President Tony
Boyle was invalidated.
The elder Yablonski had run

against Boyle and was killed,
along with his wife and daughter,
shortly after he lost the election.
Since tht>n seven people have been
imprisoned for their part in the
murders and the investigation is
still continuing.
In May of this year the U.S.
District Comt ruled that Boyle's
election had been "racked with
corruption" and ordered that a
new one be held this December.
Thr,> Court then ordered the U.S.
Department of Labor to take over

direct control of the election and
further to oversee virtually all day
to day operations of the union in
the interim period.
Yablonski's law firm is
currently assisting a reform slate,
the Miners for Democracy, in that
election.
Tickets for Yablonski's lectur(!,
if available, will be $1 for students
and for UNM faculty and staff
and $1.50 for adult~. The lecture
is free for UNM and University of
Albuqul•rque students.

(AFS)-lf you've been bored by
th!.' Fischer·Spassky international
championship chess match, you
should get a kick out of this line
from a Raymond Chandler
mystery novel. The hero, Philip
Marlowe, calls chess "as elaborate
a waste of human intelligence as
you could i'ind anywhere outside
an advertising agency."
(AFS)-The latest report on the
international drug market reveals
that a Turkish farmer gels $22 for
an amount of opium which, when
turned into heroin, brings
S220,000 at the U.S.
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India-Madras, Prints & Overprints

Pinatas

Decorative Brass
Variety of incense
Brass Burners
Moccasins
Decorated Baskets

Luau Supplies
4'-lundreds of other unusual import gifts and accessories ....
4 Old Town Plaza
Coronado Center
8.42-8022
296-5559
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GSA
Chairman of the Council,
and
Two University Community Forum Delegates
Pick up Application form at the GSA Office

1:
L

Room 106, SUB

Phone 277-3803
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Today I read an article in the
Lobo called Misanthropy by Paul
Scherr. I think it ~tunk. Can't you
present your artich>s on a more
mature basis? Misanthropy was
written for a first grade child not
for college students.
Jim Cotter

Sandy McCraw, managing editor

by Garry Trudeau
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A VISIT TO THE BOOKSTORE
OR ... A FINE MADNESS
"This book is undoubtedly the finest in its field,"
Professor Zinkwell said to the class as he mounted the
podium. "We will be seriously hindered in our study unless
each and every one of you hurries to the bookstore and
purchases this book. And besides, this book will make a
valuable contribution to your personal library," Zinkwell said
to the assembly.
I always thought my personal library could survive without
a copy of Professor Zinkwell's book, "Fluctuations in the
Rectal Temperature of the Hibernating Bear: Cause and
Effect," but who was I to buck the system. Besides, Zinkwell
looked so happy riding around in his new Cadillac he
purchased shortly after the book was published that I just
couldn't bring myself to complain.
I walked slowly across the campus to the bookstore and
passed under the sign reading, "Welcome to your Campus
Bookstore. A Division of Monopoly Enterprises."
Entering the building and descending the stairs I viewed
what seemed to be the entire student body rushing like a
colony <>f crazed ants to grab for the books they needed.
I made my way slowly through the crowd, trying to locate
Zinkwell's masterpiece. I was suddenly confronted by two
students tearing at each others clothes, punching, kicking,
and biting, trying to get their hands on the last copy of a
book. The larger of the two, by virtue of his superior
strength, left his opponent lying bloodied upon the floor and
bounded away happily with the last available copy of the
bible.
Proceeding further through the mob, I noticed that the
closeness of the students in the overpowering heat was
beginning to give the bookstore an odor usually associated
with football locker rooms.
After much pushing and shoving,. I finally located
Zinkwell's book. I gasped at the $48.50 price tag, but the
smiling picture of Professor Zinkwell on the back cover, lying
on the beach on the French Riviera calmed my anger. Why
the hell did he always have to look so goddamn happy all the
timeS'
I then proceeded to make my way to the cash register. I
was sorely tempted to facilitate this journey by yelling
"FIRE!!" while passing through the aisles, but my reason got
the best of me after remembering having been told this was
illegaL
My way was bloclted by two students, one white, one
black trading racial slurs between punches over who would
get the last copy of "Toward Better Race Relations," but
other than that I found my way to the cashiers line without
incident.
Seeing that I would be in line a long time, I struck up a
conversa~ion with an enthusiastic young elementary
education major who proudly showed me the text she had
pu:rchased in order to teach the fourth ~rade class she was
assigned in her "student teaching" class.
As much as I am in favor of progressive teaching methods,
I had to admit I thought that "Dick and Jane Drop Acid"
was a little too progressive for my tastes. Oh, well, who am I
to stand in the way of intellectual advances?
After what seemed like an eternity, I walked back into the
blinding sunlight. I desperately wanted to go home and kick
my dog or smash in the tail lights of Professor Zinkwell's
Caddy. I just couldn't decide which to do first!
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The Great Santa Fe Bummer
By JOl-IN KEENAN
It's a S\lnny afternoon in Rowe,
New Mexico. In the distance are
green mountains and plains of
trees and scrub, In an earthen
amphitheatre a festival is going
on-Bill Rodgers' Malo en Santa
Fe.
It's 4 p.m. and I can feel the
sun burning my face as I watch
"Heat to the Meat" perform. The
audience isn't large; possibly 500
people. They're sitting in front of
the stage drinking all the Coors
beer and Gallo wine they can lay
their hands 6n. There is no festival
feeling; the feeling of a two-day
drunk, maybe. People are sitting
or standing with an uneasy calm.
They are impatient because some
have been present since 9 a.m. and
this is the first band to play.
'rhe heads bob slightly as the
band puts out a loud, raunchy,
repetitous set. Halfway through
their act a black singer joins them
and does Otis Reading and Marvin
Gaye imitations.
There are a few people dancing
below the stage, but otherwise
everyone is sluggish. The beer cans
pile higher on ground slightly
muddy from the previous night's
rain.
Folksy Plastic
After doing an encore they

didn't deserve, the band left.
While sets changed, Papa Jack and
Grandma Cave did a few numbers
in a plastic, folksy style I thought
had died out. They split after
three or four songs, The audience
settled in to the sea of aluminum
cans still more sluggishly.
Wood Rose followed with fine
clarinet and flute playing, but
unfortunately their materials and
vocals couldn't match.
And then a fight broke out
several hundred feet behind the
stage. The announcer pounced
upon the microphone, screaming
that if the fight didn't stop, the
festival would. Ten minutes later
the fight broke up. The announcer
returned to the mike and told the
audience to fight him if they
wanted to fight someone; then, he
announced Esperanza.
I would run out of adjectives if
I tried to adequately describe this
group. They maliciously
butchered songs by Hendrix:,
Creem and John Mayhall. What
couldn't be shoveled off on the
audience in v o 1 u me was
compensated for in long, tasteless
guitar leads. What was performed
was strictly for high school
canteens of five years ago. If that.
After Hendrix had stopped
spinning in his grave, a solo
artist-Cha Cota-came on.
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J. R. R. 'TOLKEIN, author of "The Lord of the Rings," and
"The Hobbit" recently celebated his 80th birthday in
London. He is currently completing another fantasy series.
SUPPORT YOUR
CAMPUS RADIO STATION
KUNM-FM
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He had spent three hours
hassling the promoters to get
onstage. He was the only musician
I saw in the two days. His fine
acoustic blues set was lost on an
audience settling into a
despondent stupor. The songs
were original with good lyrics,
particularly the opening song,
"Streetwalker."
"I used to go with a
streetwalker, she got paid for
doing what comes naturally," he
said haltingly. The bearded face
screwed itself up and began to
sing: "Streetwalker, streetwalker
satisfies every man in town." The
voice almost moaned. It was a
good set-I enjoyed watching this
guy perform. He gave something:
himself,
After finishing, he left the
stage, confused by the lack of
reaction from the audience. The
crowd looked almost
anesthetized. This was no love
event and these were no music
lovers.
It was getting dark and the beer
cans were becoming an obstacle to
travel. To the really inebriated,
they became a challenge. Seeing
someone groveling on his stomach
on all fours wasn't an uncommon
sight. Generally, you'd see
someone stumbling along until he
hit a patch of empty cans or
bottles. From there on, it was
anybody's guess as to how he'd
fare.
"Hey, look at him, he's up, he's
up, no he's down, ha ha ha, did
you see him sit on that bottle?
By this time, someone had been
shot.
Wolfgang
Wolfgang came on and finally
got everyone off the ground with
good rockers like "Jumpin Jack
Flash." They were a good copy
band with a lead guitarist that put
on a good show. The audience
seemed to dig them. Laughing and
push.ing each other in earthy
drunkeness, they were having a
good time. The loud music and
beer was loosening them into a
carefree rowdiness. By the time
Wolfgang finished, people were
lying on top of each other in
heaps laughing and begging for
more beer.
Liquid Sunshine was next.
They did very loud, uninspired
material. The audience dug them
though, particularly when they
did a Grank Funk version of
"Inside Looking Out." Yea that's
right, Grand Funk. Well, what
would you play to a bunch of
beered out crazies?
After their tribute to Mark,
Don, and Mel, I split. The music

. arts & media briefs ...
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE will
appear in AI buq uerque this
coming Sunday. They reportedly
have been losing popularity lately
and are trying to rebuild their
image.
A movie of IRVING
WALLACE's potboiler THE
MAN, about a black president, has
been released in New York
starring JAMES EARL JONES,
who last appeared in THE
GREAT WHITE HOPE.
Capitol Records will enter the
quadraphonic (four·channel)
stereo record field with the release
of seven LPs. Titles include:
GREAT SONGS OF
BACHARACH & DAVID;
GREAT SONGS OF THE
BEATLES; GREAT SONGS
FROM FIDDLER ON THE
ROOF; HITS OF JOHN
MORELL; SONGS OF THE
SEVENTIES. Ho hum. But better
things are in store for early 1973,
when the company plans to start
releasing "the contemporary
product" in quad.

Bantam Books plans to relase
the ATTICA COMMISSION
REPORT on Sept. 13. It will be
on the stands 72 hours after its
release, the company says. The
paperback will contain a complete
report, plus a special selection of
pictures, some of which have
never been released previously.
More books: Dell Publishing
has declared Sept. KURT
VONNEGUT JR. month and will
re·release new Delta editions as
well as several works of
commentary on the author. His
new novel, BREAKFAST OF
CHAMPIONS, will be released
next April. The commentaries
inc! ude THE V'ONNEGUT
STATEMENT, a volume of 14
oriRinal essays by various critics
and writers on the author of
MOTHER NIGHT and
SLAUGHTER HOUSE FIVE.
The Guild is showing DUCK
SOUP, the Marx Brothers flick,
and the Eastdale Theatre plans to
show it next week, at $1 a ticket.

continued without me until 2:30
a.m. to begin again at 12 with
Liquid Sunshine. One hell of a
god a.wful way to wakeup with
one person's reaction.
I arrived at about 4:30 the
second day. The crowd was
substantially larger, into the low
thousands. People who looked
like they had mistaken the festival
for a bowling alley or drug strip
predominated. Vibes were mixed.
Suddenly there was a
commotion. Another fight,
someone yelled. It was then
announced that someone had
been shot.
"Will the person with the
fastest car take a brother to the
hospital."
Judging from the audience's
machines, I figured they'd be
having finals to pick the car for a
week.
After forty-five minutes Malo
was ready. They performed a
sloppy set that included Suavecito
and songs from an album to be
released this month. The crowd

reaction was enthusiastic despite
the poor sound system and even
poorer sound coming through it.
Dark clouds rolled in and as the
raindrops started to fall Malo
finished without an encore.
The two days of music were
over. The Coors Festival might
have been a better name. I can't
remember a festival where people
packed guns. The man shot on
Sunday, Mohgly M. Boca, died,
the one on Saturday, not
investigated being on private land,
was hospitalized.
I can't remember a festival
where beer dominated over grass
and where people were beat up if
they were bumming out on acid.
It wasn't exactly an event to
further New Mex:ico culturally,
but people seemed to enjoy
themselves.
When I got back to my car I
discovered my $100 tape deck
had been ripped off out of my
trunk, Hope the rest of you only
got ripped off for admission if
that much.

Muchmore's Brodie: Defeated Strength

OTS to Open 'Brodie'
By B. J, PAYNE
''Give me a girl at the
imprPssionable age and she will be
mine for life." These words are
the credo of Jean Brodie, a
dedicated schoolteacher in 30's
Scotland and the subject of the
highly successful play, "The Prime
of Miss Jean Brodie."
Jean Brodie teaches an all girl
class at the ultra-conservative
Marcia Blaine School. She
abandons the traditional school
curriculum of mathematics,
history and clerical training, in
favor of art, drama and opera. She
is in her prime and wishes to
impart her refined, sensitive,
wide-eyed view of the world to
her girls.
Perhaps Jean is a fool, a
ridiculous woman. Or, perhaps she
is what all artists strive to be, an
eternal child, She never loses her
sense of wonder at the beauty and
accomplishments of man.
Throughout her many love affairs,
her successes and failures with the
girls and her struggle with the
school administration, her belief
in her teaching and her life style
never falters.
Jean is strong but
circumstances and the other
characters in her world lead to her
utter defeat.
"The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie" has packed houses since

its premier in 1969. It will open
for the first time in Albuquerque
at Old Town Studio under the
direction of John Milholland.
Milholland has enlisted the
talents of Joann Muchmore to
play the part of Jean. Joann will
be repeating the role she originally
created in a production of the
play done in Oklahoma several
seasons ago, Also returning from
that production will be Frank
Larabee's recording of the title
song "Jean."
The supporting cast includes
Ray Greenway, Paul Burby,
Dorothy Greenway, Patti Kerr,
Les Spindle, Mary Kaufman, Jane
Campbell, Antoinette Tschol, Lisa
Jones and Bonnie Templeton,
Director Milholland calls Jean's
tragedy "the most painful play
I've ever done. The show contains
many melodramatic moments, but
its melodrama in the poignant,
vital sense not in the syrupy,
obvious manner that we have
come to associate with the term."
"The Prime of Miss Jel.ln
Brodie," adapted by Jay Presson
Allert from the novel by Muriel
Spark, will play at Old Town
Studio Sept. 7 through 10 and 14
through 17. Tickets are $2.50 for
adults and $1.50 for studcnt.s.
Curtain is 8 p.m. For reservations
and further information call
242·1602.
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· George Neutrena, age 19, student-eats raw seaweed,
wheat germ and home-grown prune pits. Abhor::; meat.
:=
Helen Peachtree, age 23, student-only drinks natural fruit
~
juices,
grows her own vegetables (yield-four meals per acre},
0
eggs. Abhors slaughter of animals for food.
and
enjoys
·x<ll Dr. Albert
Sienna, age 43, author--writes organic
~
!!; cookbooks and nutritional advice for a sound body. Relaxes
<ll
z with a good book and a pack of Lucky Strikes. Currently
It) stricken with flu.
..,
Johnny Smith, age 11/z, no occupation-eats strained
peaches,
pears and carrots. Cries when deprived of food. Has
~
no comments or opinions.
~
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What do all these people have in common?
They will all live to be 130 years old.
That's right-130. You see, all these people, and millions
more like them, eat and live organically. No additives,
preservatives, artificial colorings or chicken filler; just good,
wholesome food like our ancestors ate,
Try it and judge for yourself. For only a small, initial
investment of $1,473.78 you can outfit an entire family of
two with enough basic items to last a month. It might ?eem
at first glance that $86 is a lot of money for one half-ounce
of unadulterated tapir-milk, but in the long run your body
will thank you for it in the form of increased energy,
sustained mental activity and a sex life that would rival a
monk's.
Some of the more noted results are these:
-After one week of eating organically, you'll be able to
feel your heart beating slower and cleaner (five beats a
minute instead of the usual 70) and your lungs breathing
easier. In fact, you'll be able to blow up a weather balloon
without taking a breath.
-After two weeks, you'll grow two full inches and your
body will become as sleek and virile as a mountain lion. No
feat of strength will be too much for you.
-After three weeks you'll be communing with nature.
Don't be surprised if you find yourself grooving in perfect
harmony with the universe.
-After four weeks you'll see God.
And these first four weeks are only the beginning. Once
you get started, you'll understand more than can be told. For
example, an old Peruvian farmer had been chewing Cocoa
leaves for most of his 27 year old life. It has been proven that
if he continued this practice, his life expectancy would only
be another four years. After eating organic foods for just one
week he died. That more than proves the difference between
so-called food and organic food. After eating all that junk for
so long, his body couldn't adjust to decent eating habits.

One OD's on Heroin
At Illinois Festival
CARMI, ILL. (UPI)-Two
bodies, one of a young man who
died of an apparent overdose of
heroin, were found today where
hundreds of thousands thronged
for a Labor Day rock festival.
The body of the young man,
tentative!~· identified as from
lllinois, was discovered near the
place where more than 100 cars
were abandoned in Indiana along
the approaches to the "soda pop"
rock fest site on Bull Island in the
Wabash river.
Authorities in White County,
Til,, who moved onto Bull Island
as thousands of rock fanciers
cleared out, reported they had
found a second body there.
Evansville, Ind., authorities said
the young man, found near the
I-64 exit close to the river,
apparently died of an overdose of
heroin. Although his name was

not released, authorities said the
victim came from Illinois.
The White County authorities
had no immediate word of the
identity or even the sex of the
person reported found on the
island, but said the cause of death
appeared to be of natural causes.
An unidentified girl was
brought to Wellborm Baptist
Hospital in Evansville in critical
condition from an apparent
overdose of drugs. She had no
identification. A few dollars were
stuck into her brassiere.
Hundreds of thousands of rock
fans jammed the island over the
weekend and a last guard of 2,000
spent Monday night there after
the festival's close. Apparently
angered at what they considered a
"ripoff" by the show's promoters,
they burned down the bandstand,
the light towers, and most other
equipment left on the island.

proposed structure of the CPB,
ostensibly fou11ded to avoid
political pressure, make those
high-sounding goals seem a little
ridiculous. The President was to
appoint 6 of the 12 members,
with his appointet>s selecting the
remaining six members. That
feature, with modifications, was
one of the few to be adopted
from the Commission Report; the
principal modification was that
the President now appoints all 12
Board members.
The Commission attempted to
limit the CPB's responsibility to
overall policy and program
budgeting. The allocation of
money for public TV's station
facilities and operating expenses
was to be administered by the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. Somehow,
independent public programming
was supposedly to emerge from a
system governed and programmed
by Presidential appointees, and
based on member stations funded
directly through a Presidential
Cabinet post!
Not once in the Carnegie
Commission report was there any
mention made of truly open
community participation in
television policy and
programming. There is no
mention of the poor, black~.
(AFS)-The University of
Washington has started
proceedings to fire economics
professor Jeff Morris, despite the
fact that he has over a year left on
his contract, The stated reason for
the dismissal action is that Dr.
Morris gave everyone of the 67 5
students in his introducotry
economics class an" A."
Defending hiG grading
philosophy, Morris declared:
"Grades destroy real ine<mtive to
learn, force students to treat their
teachers as cops, and alienate
students from each other by
fostering competition and
discouraging cooperation."
Many of Morris' former
students have joined him in his
fight to keep his job. They vouch
for his teaching ability and say
that the mellow atmosphere in his
classes was much more conducive
to learning than the usual
tension-filled and, for some,
terror-stricken lecture hall.

worlcing class,. womt•n and olhrr
eonstituencit•s -lc)ng excl ud<•d from
U.~. t<.'Jt>vision--just PXpl•J'l~,
advisors, and mon• burPaucrats.
But. then, giwn t.lw heavily whit<•,
male, Establishmcml cn•dl'ntials
both of the Commission membPrs
and of tlw I'PSU!La11t CPB board,
this should- not be surprising.
Twenty y<•urs of fooling around
with educational television havp
been so internally rife with
contradictions and implausible
inconsistencies that, in a pPrverse
way, perhaps Nixon was right in
draining the life out of the prespnt
system. The troubl<> is that tlw
G 0 P 's motives are openly
political, for however aloof and
often irrelevant public television
has·been, it continues to have a
liberal Democratic bent.
Nixon has played
Exterminating Angel here, for all
the wrong reasons, by attacking a
liberal giant with feet of clay.
Neverthl'less, it will be
interesting to see how public TV,
such as it is, covers lh<' coming
election, because by pulling thP
financial rag out from under thP
CPB, Nixon has givPn McGovern a
political ally with very little to
lose.
( AFS )-Hanoi Radio has
denounced recent rumors of an
imminent peace settlement in
Vietnam. It called such reports "a
psychological-war tactic employed
by Nix:on against the campaign
platform of the Democratic
Party," It further stated: "This
untenable fraud not only draws
contempt from the world public
but also enables them to recognize
Nixon's cruel and tricl1y nature
more clearly."

Bible School

no charge
Non-denominational
2 classes weekly
Tuesdays & Thursdays
7-9PM
Begins Sept. 12th
For Information Call
877-2194

LJC:J®ITGJSUR
GlASS BY' CORNIOO

5tl Wyoming NE
255~8282

Sunglasses that get darker as the sun
gets brighter.
They adjust by themselves
to give you just the right
amount of protection and
visibility. In the sun. Or
shade. Bright day. Or
cloudy. One pair of sunglasses for all kinds of
days.

They're called PHOTOSUNT~sunglasses.Corning

makes the glass, and we
can fill them to your pre·
scription. Come in and see
what a big difference they
can make.

the QUARTERS Lounge
905 YALESE

. . . where fine food. drink, and
the friendliest people meet

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

from

Coin-op Professional
Counselor Alway> on Duly
.
2106 Central S.E.
. 247-0836

News Analysis by TOM BROM
Alternative Features Service
Last June, when President
Nixon vetoed the $155 million
funding bill for the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting, U.S .
public television found itself flat
on its back.
Ironically though, Nixon's veto
action followed four years of
headlong capitulation by the head
bureaucrats of public TV. The
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB) has been
squabbling continually with the
Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS)-its distribution arm-and
with National Educational
Television (NET)-its former
programming center-in an effort
to produce more innocuous, and
therefore Nix:on·pleasing,
programming. CPB has largely
succeeded in that effort: virtually
no documentaries are produced
any more, and Sander Vanocur's
public affairs c:overage of the
Democratic Convention was
pathetically tame. This,
evidently, to no a vail,
The Nixon action betrayed a
cold·eyed contempt for the liberal
bureaucrats of public television
who so desperately tded to please
him in order to save their present
system. The money allocation
which the President killed would
have risked establishing their
financial independence, and that,
apparently was not permissible. In
his veto message, Nixon reiterated
his long-standing dissatisfaction
with the CPB's national network
ambitions, as well as its lack of
localism. The President has been
consistent and uncompromising
on these issues throughout his
administration, speaking through
the White HousP Office of
Telecommuhications Policy and
its director, Clay T. Whitehad.
So the McGovern campaign bas
one deflated and impotent
constituency in its corner from
the start. Accardi ngly, the
Democrats dutifully included a
platform plank in full support of
national public television for the
1972 campaign.
Meanwhile, however, it's
interesting to look back about five
years at recommendations of the
1967 Carnegie Commission on
Educational Television that was to
revolutionize the medium.
Reading through those proposals
today, present GOP intransigence
appears to be only one of public
TV's current problems.
In 1967, the Carnegie
Commission called for a program
leading to a yearly budget of $104
million. The Commission asked
for $56 million immediately, and
a 2·5% excise tax on television
sets that would bring in $40·$100
million each year in continuing
revenue free from political
control. But last year's entire CPB
budget was a mere $35 million,
and the bill Nix:on vetoed called
for only $65 million this fiscal
year and $90 million the next.
There is still no excise tax: on TV
sets, nor are the prospects of one
likely.
The Commission's own
sweeping pronouncements about
program diversity, free flow of
information and the public
interest are all Very nice, but the
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Thumb:·
(continued irom page 1)
money for a car or because they
thin,ll' there's too many
automobiles. for too few people
and ar11 determined to boycott the
car culture by buying a pair of
shoes and polishing their
thumbnails.
But hitchhiking~and
hitchhikers-are in danger.
Thumbers need protection-but
not the Man's kind of
"protection," where he writes you
a warning ticket while checking
your eye balls through his
mirrored shades, seeking
bloodshot rings or dilated pupils.
In states as strict as Ohio or
Colorado, where you have to
possess a sort of transcendental
power to thumb a ride, you must
stand opposite the traffic going
your way and act the idiot, hands
in pockets trying to meditate a
ride on the other side of the
interstate highway; in other
words, hitchiking is illegal there.
The penalty can be anything from
a $25 to $100 fine to a jail
sentence-and there's always a
gross delay in cross-country travel
even if you're not busted. (A
thorough coverage of the
~destrian laws in all the states,
plus some pretty gruesome tales
of bad rides caught in-between
good ones, comes in a new book
called Side of the Road: The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the United
States [April, 1972, Simon and
Shuster, paperback, $1.95 ]which
was written by Ben Lobb and
Sarah Links.)
But it isn't just outrageous laws
that imperil the hitchhik~r; it is
the roads, and the automobiles
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UNM Clippers
The UNM Clippers, women's
auxiliary of NROTC, will hold a
rush party, Thursday evening,
September 7, in the Naval Science
Building, at 7 p.m.
(AFS)-Are you a "short
sleeper" or a "long sleeper?
Researchers at the Boston state
hospital sleep laboratory have
found: "One's personality and life
style appear to have an important
relationship to the amount of
sleep one needs." Short sleepers
(six hours or less a night) tend to
be energetic extroverts who have
few complaints about their health
or the state of the world and
often avoid problems by keeping
busy. Long sleepers (nine hours or
more a night) are generally
creative and artistic introverts.
They worry and complai11 a lot
and use sleep as an escape from
reality. Writing in the Archiues of
Psychiatry, Dr. Ernest Hartmann
states that a person's sleep pattern
"seems to be set in high school or
college and continues through
life."
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Don't Knock GOP
It seems that many people have
forgotten the plans for the 1968
Democratic National Convention.
Had President Johnson not
refused to run, how much of a
"coronation" would that have
looked like?
For the first time in 12 years
the Republican Party has an
incumbent in the White House.
This incumbent has the backing of
the majority of Republicans
throughout the United States. He
too, went through the process of
primaries and local conventions.
McCloskey and Ashbrook, only
token opponents, as they both
pointed out prior to the California
primary on June 6th.
With the prospect of an
uncontested convention, the
Committee to Re-Elect the
'President did write up the script.
Fortunately, the convention
followed the script quite well. The
Democrats, too, had a script, and
used the same TelePrompter the
Republicans did. This fact was
pointed out in the PBS
broadcasts. However, in a
contested convention, no one can
control the total outcome, so it
appears cluttered and poorly
organized.
The Republican Convention of
1972 renominated their
candidates. They were
renominated in an arena of
fantastic enthusiasm, along with
over 3,000 young people, who
attended the convention at their
own expense.
The conventions are over, and
now both parties get down to the
business of electing their
candidates. Let us look at today's
news, not two weeks ago ago's.
Sincerely yours,
IDiiam Cinnamon

Exact fare Tokens
available on campus at
American Bank of
Commerce in the S.U.B.

ADOLPH COORS COMPANY • GOLDEN COLORADO

Kay

Twelve young "disciples of
ecology" spend their Saturday
mornings doing everyone else's
work before taking items from
UNM's recycling containers to be
recycled.
The twelve Albuquerquians
separate bottles thrown into UNM
recycling containers at random,
chase newspapers no one bothered
to tie, separate aluminum from
other metals, and discard
non·recyclable garbage that
people contribute frequently.
"Sing Out Albuquerque" is the
community Christian group in
charge of recycling on campus this
year. About 35 active members
share recycling work each
Saturday in groups of 12Members are Albuquerque citizens

themselv~s.

City and country roads in more
progressive communities now have
. lanes for bicyclers. Yet nothing is
provided on interstate
thoroughways: there':re no lanes
for cross-country bikers or for
people without motorized meana
of ttavel. No wayside stations axe
set up for the hitchhiker. The
only conveniences offered
thumbers are bulletin boards at a
few universities where possible
rides to such-and•such destination
are listed.
For the true protection of
hitchikers and the preservation of
hitchhiking as a means of travel,
much can be done. Restrictive
laws must be repealed. Separate
lanes could be furnished on
interstate highways-the routes
most commonly traveled by
thumbers because they provide
the most direct rides and the best
chances of getting picked up. And
would it really be unfeasible to
establish wayside A-frames or
hostels where the overnighter may
be put up free or at minimal
charge and have a shower and a
bowl of hot soup?
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Living in the dorms is certainly
not luxury apartment living.
But given a little student
ingenuity, even the most sterile
dormitory environment is
improved upon by the UNM
community.
Dorm residents start with a
bare minimum of furniture-two
beds, desks and chairs. If there is
extra furniture to allot at the
beginning of the semester, it goes
to advisors and upperclassmen,
From that point, student
originality takes over.
Paint, posters, rented tiny
refrigerators, stereos, throw rugs,
impromptu clotheslines strung
across the room, book cases and
blow•up furniture make the dorm
rooms almost liveable.
Up until present, no student
has managed to come up with an
improvement on dorm food.

* * *

Each dormitory is sitting on a
huge amount of money although

only one dorm has even organized
itself to spend the cash.
Three dollars per student is
taken out or the Housing Fee each
semester and goes into a Student
Activities fund for the individual
dormitories.
The dorm, itself, can spend the
money any way it wants to.
Coronado, for example, has about
$1,200 in its own dorm fund.
The catch is the only way a
dorm can spend this money is to
organize a dormitory government
to act as a student representative
body.
The one dorm to organize a
government up to now is Santa
Ana-Santa Clara who bas
scheduled their first activity this
weekend.
Among the dorm activities
sponsored with dorm funds last
semester were dances, films,
parties and a coffeehouse at
Coronado.

I.

I •

whose main purpose is to recycle,
said Frank Brown, president of
the group.
ASUNM Vice-President Jerry
Buckner gave "Sing Out
Albuquerque" charge of recycling
four weeks' ago because no one
else wanted to do it, Brown said,
"Nobody was in charge over the
summer, and people didn't
separate items into containers, so
everything was just taken to the
dump.
Now that "Sing Out
Albuquerque" has taken ovet the
recycling job, people still do not
separate items into their
respective containers, Brown
complained. "A lot of people
don't know the difference

between aluminum and tin," he
said. Aluminum cans are crushable
and seamless, with rounded
bottoms. All other metal items
can go into the steel container. All
items should be bagged or boxed.
Newspapers are the only type
of paper material acceptable for
recycling at centers available to
the University right now (i.e.
American Gypsum Co.). ''It's nice
to get rid of (computer program)
runs you bombed, but only
newspapers are allowed," Brown
said. Magazines and paperback
books are equally unacceptable.
Brown said students can stop
papers from blowing away by
tying them in piles iwth heavy
string.

Beat the Parking
Hassle
Ride The Bus
for information on your bus route coli 842-7830

Special Student

French Cultural Attache L.ectures
J ean·Herve Donnard, the
French Cultural Counsellor in the
United Statell, will lecture on
Francois .Mauriac during his three
dav visit to New Mexico.
Donnard will talk in French on
the late Nobel Prize winner,
Francois Mauriac tomorrow at 8
p.m. in Education 103.
Donnard's office is responsible
for a UNM exchange program in
which a French major from here
studies in France for a year while
a French graduate student comes
here on a teaching assistantship.
The holder of 'a doctorate and
aggregation in literature from the
University of Paris, Donnard won
the Prix Guizot in 1962 for the
outstanding thesis of the year
when he published a dissertation
on Balzac. Donnard wrote two
other books and was head of the
French Department at the
Uni1'ersity or Athens, Greece,
from 1962-67.
During Dennard's official

he is expected to announce a
series of financial
to

& PAWN
JEWELRY

2. Guaranteedlnsurabi1ity
4. Accidental Death

SELL

ARCHERY

&

SKIS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

1. Premium Advanced
3. Disability Waiver of Premium

BUY

CAMERAS

Insurance

promote the study of French at
UNM
·

PAPA JOHNIS TRADING POST

Albuquerque Transit System

TRADE

Specializing in Indian Jewelry

GUNS

For In/ormation with no
Obligation, Call

r=255-1678f

James M. Peak
& Associates

Mount<lin Club

C L A S s· I F I E D
RATES: 7e ~er wp.rd, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time ru?• lf ad !s.l.o

run flve or more consecutiVe dnYB Wlth

no changes the rate Is reduced bto 5~
per word nnd the minimum num er o
words to 10.

11
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PERSONALS

WHERE: Journalism Building,. Room
205 afternoons preferably or mat!.
'
Clllll•ifie<l Advertising
UNM P.O. Bol< 20
Albuquerque, N.M, 87106
WHY RENT 7 BUY t Equivalent .to a de·
luxe apartment, Sl' Travel Trn1ler, selfcontained, 1972 Hollday Rnmbler, E~i~
fmanclnr:. 242-9839.
1967 SHEI:.BY GT 600. F60 Po)yglas tires,
42B with two laura, Best offer, 2U4·1~~~

FORSA=L=E~~~~~~

!'RICE REDUCTION SALE tltrough Sept,
11th~ Io;verYthing In steck reduced 30 te
50fi(, Stereo equipment, metn1. detectors,
boznk and other svcnkcrs. mu~nc systems,
chn,ng~rs. nc~dles, earphon~, ta~tjUNaD
•tereo•-$21. and up,E e c.
9/11
WORLD-4304 Lomas N '
AUSTiN HEALEY 1006, completely rebuilt

ASTROLOGIC HO~OS~OI'ES cast & &~~~
plus ruturcyear.~7.7.-EGAL SERVICES for UNM students/
L staff Nominal Ices. Furnished by qualified
Jaw ~tu<lents of the Clinical Low Pror:raf
under supervision of stnfE attorney o
UNM Law School. Cnll 277-2913 or 277·
3604 for appointment. Sponso~ed b_Y thf
Associate~ Students of the Un•vers1ty Jn

r.nl!lnc, professionally prepnrbcd. renrl

Mex1c0~

New

ADVERTISING

FREE ROO:M'""ANDnOARD In cx:chnngc
for care of 5-year-old from 4 :30 P·'!'·
thru night, 6 nights per week. Call 9 ;•~
nfternoona. 294-8162 .•_- - - - - : - - : : FEMALE ROOMMATE, preferably
W ANT
d student beautifully furnished apart.:;:-:nt, except own bedro~Ge ~~~/mo~~i
Two mllell from campus. _ •
•
MALE, 21, Seeks rpom in house with ot~,e~
students, 265-6427,
_ ./_
FREE HAPPY, HEALTHY, Black Kit9 11
tens: Call 242-9062.
NEED SENIOR or Grad Student Room·
tell to share house within bicycling
d\:tnnce to UNM, $70.0~ a month.
277-4453.
ANYONE who has )rnowledge. of Jean
O'ConneJI this summer or her dulrY plcn~e
contact the Lobo, Jour., Bldg. Rm. 15 •
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN, Not exactly a
delll" !rlcnd but a group of IJOople w~
nrc ready
talk nnd listen to your pro •
!ems of llvin~t. Call or come In Ntf
Corner Mella Vlsbl, 277-8018.
n

9

D;/6

sl:.ra;

bar spore engine and gear ox, ro
a •
metlculmm)y rnnintnined. 294-2005, 9/12
GREAT SAVINGS, name brands, receivers,
nmpllfiers, tnpc recorders, rcco~h chJil~i
ers, svenkers, uc;ed and ~~emNoE•·
e
•
Honse, 3011 Monte Vis...,
;'Custom Woodcraft, Spenkers1, cnse.s, b~/i'i
etc. Don Menning. 344 272"_1_ _
10 SPEED BICYCLES. Lowest prices on
brnnd name lightweights. Falcons, $120.
Gltanes $117 Belgian Superla, $90. MilD!>'
others. Call Dick Hallett alter l p.m., ~r2646, Home: 2G6 2784, See them at s;Ti
67 Medical School.
CASTING SCRAP S'rERLING SILVER,
Good clean scrnp. $1.90 per ounce while It
lasts, call 842-9688.
20 Portable TV's, $30-$60. 441 Wyomlnll
1019
NE. 255-5987,. -'·

-=---

PART TIME ATTENDANT, evenings !'nd
week-end3 • Cnmpus Laundry and clea~/l'i
210G Central SE.

loSTUDEN::..T::.S:::,T:::O:-;S;:;E:;:;Lc;L~A;cl;;:b::-uq::u::e:;rq::;:ue
Dinner Cluh Memberships te students.
Good pay. Apply at room 131, Desert ~n/~
Motel, 918 Central SW.

71M.ISCELLANEOUS
BEADS-BEADS and Indian J ewelzy
Bcad Shaman. 401 San Felipe, Old
Call 842-9588,

¥~/14
The

Chemical Center
The Chemical Culture Cen~e~ is
starting a series of trammg
sessions on September 7 at 7:30
p.m. in room 100 o! the b~smess
and administration sc1ence
building. The Chemical. Culture
Center has drug informatlo':', does
talk downs, and counselmg of
related
blems.
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Women's Center

The Women's Center. at t~e
University of New MeXICO Will
hold a two·day open house Sept.
7·8
The Center, located at 1824
Las Lomas NE, will be open to all ·:
visitors from 9 n.m. to 5 p.m. on tO
Thursday Sept, 7 and from 9 a.m. ;g
to 10 p.rd. on Friday, Sept. 8.

-=.tTANP£0/NG~ACNO.t.t=THE-~CNEENI

DEAD SHAMAN. Used suede and !•ather
~oats an.d jackets. $1 te $16, big sh1p~nl
JUSt arr1ved.

CLUBS OR GROUPS th"t want announcement of their activitieQ arc Ladbv!sop I te
Hcnd the information to the ·o a r ps
column. Jour, Bldg, Rm. 158.

FRIDAYTHROUGH~UNDAY~:>N~Y.

1

Award winning short fiims-Don_t misS lt.
Tickets on sale at Sub Ticket office
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FOUND-Three pnperbnclm in :MH 220,
Wed. 3:30 p.m. Identify & claim. Rm.
206 J ournallsm.

~

SERVICES

31

..
•00

. wll1£

u;

2) LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Man's 1971 Class Ring •. Identify
and clolm at Room 205 Journnhsm. 9/ll
REWARD: Lost, male Irish Setter, "Rus~lj~
call Dick, 282-6894, 344,:!_47¥::.:·--,..-'LOST MALE BASSETT BEAGLE 'cross,
broWn with gold, boarded Grnmpa. 2~Joi
5678. Rcwa~r~d:_•=..,..,.---;-:;:;;:;::-:::::;::>:
~White gold diamond Elgin watcl).
Glrh' locker room, Johnson Gym. Senhmental value. Liberal reward, 2G5·8~~7G

EMPLOYMENT

61

~

Gallegos

Eugene Gallegos will talk and
There will be a meeting of the rock bands will play on Frid~y
UNM Mountaineering Club
at 3 P:m. on. the mal~ m
tonight September 7, in the SUB beginning
a voter reg1strat1on dnve
Theate~, downstairs. _All pers~ms sponsored by the Young
interested in mountam chmbmg,
.
rock climbing, hiking and Democrats.
Gallegos is the DemocratiC
camping, snow. shoin~, ·cr?ss candidate for U.S. congress from
country skiing, o! J~St plam seemg
the Northern District.
.
New Mexico are mv1~ed.
Cody and RGd Weather West
For further mformatlon
contact Steve Schum at 247·9802 are two of the bands who said
they wil;:..l!:.PI:;.;::a:::.Y:.. ·- - - or Phil Harvey at 298·8278.
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BEST COLOR TV nnd Stereo Rennlr Scr•
vice. Student Dlseountl2G8-24~7.
9/l~
REGISTRATION •t!11 o))~n for Credit Bible
Coursro. Chrlstilln Student Center,
Girard NE. 266-4312 . _-:--::-7""--; 91
CHRISTIAN STUDENl' Center-Helping
Studcnto to develop spirltunlly M weD ns
ncndemlcally. 130 Glrnrd NE. 266-~8/fn
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Noon Rally Commemorates Dead lsra·elis

TYPING, These3, papN'Il, El<ceDcnt re3ulro.
Reaoonable. C. Brown. 255-8103 after

..-.!£!.

5: so.

:PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, JDENT:n-:1·
CATION, Phote. Fo.qt, ll!CXPCnllh e,
pleasing, Near UNM. Cnil 2GG-2444, tfor
n
come to 171'1 Girard Blvd. NE,
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FOR SALE

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
lOc per word, $1.00 minimum charge

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum chor.ge

Terms Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, Universi1y of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayH
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New
. • .
under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals;
times beg1nmng
'
2. lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.

(Editor's note: In respons<> to
the murder of eleven members of
the Israeli Olympic team in
Munich by Pnlestinian terrorists a
hasty rally wns held on the Mall at
noon yesterday. Michael
Goldstein, a freshman, organized
the event and gave the following
speech)
We arc not here today to
condt:'mn any particular race of
pcoplt:'s for the actions of a few.
We are her<' instead to express our
concern and to protest the
cold·bloodcd murder of Israeli
athletes in Munich last night.
We nrc not here to capitalize
on the racism against the Jews but
to protest the brutal slaying of
nthletes at the Twentieth
Olympiad. When literally
thousands upon thousands of men
and women can gather together
every four years to peacefully
participate in these games with
the spirit of brotherhood and
peace for the sake of
sportsmanship, how can we stand
idly by and not be appalled by the
carnage?
How can such nn incident be
allowed to happen-why should
such an incident occur at all? If in
these times man cannot settle
thl.'se petty differences of rnce,
religion, color or creed of and
between his fellow men, then how
far have we progressed in the past
forty centuries from our ape
ancestors?
The senseless slaying of people
in Munich yesterday the fifth of
September, 1972, is a11 ntrocity
that will forever tarnish the spirit
and meaning of any and all future
Olympies.
This act was a wanton and
heineous crime perpetrated by a
few individuals, and not we realize
the act of any one government or

group of governments, and as
such, only those individuals
involved should be punished. The
government of a nation should
not b!' held accountable for thP
depraved acts of a fc>w of its
citizens.
However, when a government
has the knowledge or reason to
believe that such crimes are being
plott!'d by any subversive group(s)
and docs not takl' the necessary
actions to prevent tho execution
of the crime, then the state is as
guilty as if it had sanctioned the
offense. In this instance, the state
must be willing to accept the
responsibilities that such an
offense warrants.
If the government of the state
that is involved refuses to accept
its due responsibilities or if it
denies any knowledge of the
incident, then it is up to the
people of the world to voice their
anger and enact sufficient

legislation. and enforcement
agencies to see tbat such criminnl
acts no longer occur.
The time has now come for us
as conct>rncd citizens of the world
and not of separate countries to
unite and slop any future acts of

this nature. We cannot stand idly
by while our friends, relatives, our
countrymen ar<' ruthlessly
murdc>red before our own eyt•s.
We strongly urge all of you to
write to your senators and
representatives and make your

sentiments known, and we finally
ask you to sign a petition
exprPssing your discontent today
before it is too late. We must act
now while the memory of this
vL~cious crimP is still fresh in our
minds!

$10 Million Library Bond
'Moving With Confidence'
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
Backers of a $10 million library
bond issue for the state's higher
institutions are moving with
confidence into their more
"intensive" cnmpaign period.
Chief proponents of the
measure is a group known as
Action for Education, headed by
prominent New Mexico artist
Peter Hurd. The group has
established committees in each
New Mexico county to help in
their campaign. UNM Director of
Public Information Jess Price has
also aided the group, and by next
week expects to have 350,000
brochures out on the subject.
Price said his offices are
providing what they can for the
Action for Education group,
which is a privntely subsidized
organization.
At pre&ent, Price feels that
voter turnout will be important to
the bond issue's passage when it
will be at the disposition of New
Mexico voters in the November
genernl election.
Last summer, a bond issue
directed to the Albuquerque nrea

failed. Recently, however, a bond
issue for the city's public school
system received tremendous voter
turnout, partly as n result of a
campaign by public school
leaders.
Action for Education has
expanded on this extensive
campaign precedent to reach into
even New Mexico's rural areas.
Price said. there. has been
extensive support of the measure,
which calls for $10 million to be
dispersed over a five yellr span to
libraries of higher institutions in
the state for material acquisitions.
Recently, the AFL-CIO of New
Mexico endorsed the measure.
Governor Bruce King, the New
Mexico State Bnr Association and
the director of the Navajo
Division of Education, Robert
Chiago, are among other
supporters of the proposnl.
In answer to charges that the
measure would put proportionally
undue tax burdens on the poorer
people of the state, Price said that
"if it were a sales tax, which is
regressive, then that would be
true, but this is a property tax and

not a severance tax."
As an ad valorem tax, the
proposal would average, according
to best estimates, 46 C!'nts per
thousnnd assessed valuation of
property. The projected state tax
over the next five years, including
a bond issue tax in the event of its
passage, is 1.2 cents Jess than over
the previous five year span.
The measure came as a result of
i11terviews conducted by the
Legislative Universities Study
Committee over the last two
years. 'I'he measure proposed by
that group was passed almost
unanimously by the 1972 New
Mexico legislative session.
In 1 !l66, a $·12.5 million
measure passed by a 3·1 margin in
the state, and provided funds for
higher institutions' academic
construction projects. Ortega Hall
on the UNM campus is one of
many state wide results of that
bond issue.
Interviews conducted by the
university studies group found,
however, that state students were
displeased with library facilities
throughout the state.

